“Wherever men and women are persecuted because of their
race, religion, or political views, that place must - at that
moment - become the center of the universe.”
—Elie Wiesel
Romanian-born American Jewish writer, professor, political
activist, Nobel Laureate and Holocaust survivor.

Answer key: All of these groups were
targeted for elimination.
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“For the Dead
and the Living,
We Must
Bear Witness”
—Elie Wiesel

Dr. Janusz Korczak was a man who loved children. He ran an
orphanage in the Warsaw ghetto. Resistance leaders offered him
the chance to flee the country. He said, “No, who would take care of
the children?”
In 1942, German soldiers came to collect the orphans to transport
them to the Treblinka extermination camp. Korczak again refused
offers of sanctuary.
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Each child, dressed in their best clothes, carrying a blue knapsack
and a favorite book or toy marched behind Korczak, holding hands,
following the man who promised to never leave them. He boarded
the trains with his children and was never heard from again.
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Nancy Wake was a nurse for the Allied Forces in World War II
working behind enemy lines. She cared for pilots that had been shot
down. She also bribed guards and created fake identities for the
pilots to return safely to Britain.

In 1944, Adolfo Kaminsky was an 18-year-old Jewish boy in Paris.
He was also a member of the French Resistance running a secret lab
creating forged documents for children and families who were about
to be deported to concentration camps. His lab created as many as 500
documents a week! They told their neighbors they were painters so they
wouldn’t question the chemical smells.
He is credited with saving the lives of more than 14,000 Jews.
He has spent his life helping others escape atrocities around the world.
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She transformed her role into a highlevel officer trained in espionage and
sabotage that led guerilla attacks on
Nazi stations. Germany caught
wind of her work and put a five
million Franc reward out for her
capture.
The Gestapo called her “The
White Mouse” because whenever
they seemed to have her cornered,
she would somehow escape.
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Adolf Hitler had a vision of a Master Race of Aryans that would control Europe.
He used very powerful propaganda techniques to convince not only the German
people, but countless others, that if they eliminated the people who stood in their
way Germans would prosper.
Although Jews were the primary victims of the Nazi's evil, many other groups were
targeted based on ethnicity, religion, political beliefs, or sexual orientation.
Circle the people that you think were singled out for termination in Hitler’s plan:
Roman Catholics
Buddhists
Muslims
Orthodox Christians
Individuals with mental disabilities
French
Belgians
Dutch
Greeks
Italians
Trade Unionists
Social Democrats
Other minorities not considered Aryan
Children
Teenagers
Men
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Women
Roma Gypsies
Priests
Pastors
Individuals with physical disabilities
Interracial couples
Jehovah’s Witnesses
Homosexuals
Slavs
Jews
Prisoners of War
Political Prisoners
Spanish Republicans
Protestants
Freemasons
Non-Europeans

Answer key located on last page
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